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Governing boards of healthcare organizations in Canada are accountable for the performance of their organization and provide oversight on their decisions. Traditionally, many healthcare boards have focused on finances and community relations and have deferred responsibility for quality of care to the medical or professional staff. This deferral reflects not only recognition of the expertise of clinical leaders on these issues but also the historical separation of responsibilities between the administration and the medical staff, the former being responsible for financial and operational issues, and the latter for quality of care.

A number of recent developments have altered this situation. First is the growing evidence of problems in the general level of quality and safety of care across healthcare organizations (e.g., Baker et al. 2004; Bruce et al. 2006; Canadian Institute for Healthcare Information 2008; Health Quality Council 2007). This information clearly demonstrates gaps between current performance and achievable results. Related to this is the growing movement to publicly release performance data and use them in creating explicit accountabilities on quality and safety. As a result of these pressures, there is growing interest in understanding the strategies, tactics and tools through which boards can establish quality and safety goals and stimulate improvements in healthcare organizations.

Can Healthcare Boards Influence Performance?

Efforts to engage boards in improving care are based on the rationale that an “activated board, in partnership with executive leadership, can provide the will and set system-level expectations and accountability for high performance and the elimination of harm … to dramatically and continuously improve the quality of care” (Conway 2008: 215). Yet the empirical evidence supporting this argument is slim. Two US studies have found correlations between board and senior leader activities and higher quality of care. The first study by Vaughn and colleagues (2006) used data from a survey of hospital leadership in eight states and risk-adjusted measures of morbidity, mortality and complications. The authors found that better-quality outcomes were associated with board and medical staff who spend more time in setting quality strategy, where boards receive a formal performance measurement report and where compensation of senior executives was based in part on quality performance.

A second recent study by Jiang and colleagues (2009) used data derived from a survey of board practices linked to administrative data on care processes and outcomes for heart attack, heart failure and pneumonia. The authors in this study found a statistically significant correlation between process of care and mortality measures and a number of self-reported measures.
of board activities. These measures included the presence of a board quality committee, the setting of strategic goals for quality improvement by the board, the use of indicators of clinical quality and patient safety by the board, the presence of specific items on the board agenda devoted to quality, the spending of more than 20% of board meeting time on quality issues and the performance evaluation of chief executive officers (CEOs) including measures for clinical improvement and patient safety.

In addition to the studies by Vaughn and Jiang and their colleagues, there have been several case studies reporting hospital and health system experiences in board engagement (e.g., Rose et al. 2006; Slessor et al. 2008) and less formal web reports (e.g., IHI.org) that note improvements in clinical process and outcome measures following greater board involvement. The Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) has carried out a high-profile effort with its Boards on Board campaign (IHI 2008), which focuses on stimulating board involvement and leadership in improving quality of care. While the IHI focus has been primarily on US hospitals and health systems, its work has captured the attention of leaders in Canada as well.

Clearly, additional research is needed on how to influence quality and patient safety and the extent to which this can be done by boards. The existing literature and case reports are almost entirely based on US experience. More research on how boards function in Canadian healthcare organizations and their impact on quality of care and patient safety is needed to assess their effectiveness in these areas. This study focused on identifying the extent to which boards of Canadian hospitals and healthcare regions set goals, monitor performance and influence improvements in quality of care and patient safety.

**Methods**

Semi-structured interviews were held between February and August 2008 with 15 experts in Canada and the United States on board performance and strategies for helping boards to set goals, monitor performance and improve quality and safety. Experts were selected based on the results of a literature review and nominations from key informants. Based on these interviews, we selected and developed case studies of four healthcare boards, three in Canada and one in the United States, that were identified as using leading practices in the governance of quality and patient safety. These organizations – the Ottawa Hospital, Saskatoon Health Region, Vancouver Island Health Authority and Virginia Mason Medical Center (in Seattle, Washington) – were selected to include examples from regional authorities and hospitals. In June, July and November 2008, between two and four team members paid one visit to each of the four sites. In advance of each visit, the researchers reviewed a range of background documents provided by system informants, including strategic plans, annual reports, terms of reference, improvement reports and committee minutes. Site visits included meetings and interviews with board chairs and members, CEOs and their executive teams, senior clinical leaders and support staff.

For each case study, the unit of analysis was the board and its governance practices in regard to quality and safety, including its interface with the CEO, executive team and clinical leadership as well as its relationships with key external agencies, including government, accreditors and other bodies, such as IHI. An average of 10 interviews per case was conducted, supplemented by documentary analysis (Kvale 1996; Lofland and Lofland 1995). The analysis focused on key aspects of governance practices and on the resources, competencies and instruments that support the implementation of such practices. The analysis was based on interpretive methods (Coffey and Atkinson 1996) to identify key themes and concepts and the relationships between them. The case studies were crafted based on a thematic analysis of extensive notes recorded during the interviews, integrating details from the strategic and operational documents from each site (Miles and Huberman 1994; Yin 2003). Key interview participants at each of the four sites reviewed the draft reports to ensure factual accuracy.

“Each board has dealt with quality and safety from a different perspective. They are not using consistent indicators, they are not using a consistent approach, and they don’t really understand what their role is.”

**Results**

Interviews with Canadian leaders, including CEOs of hospitals, health region board chairs and executives of other healthcare organizations, and with US experts suggest that efforts to improve the governance of quality and patient safety in Canada are still in early stages in many organizations. As one of our interviewees noted: “Each board has dealt with [quality and safety] from a different perspective. They are not using consistent indicators, they are not using a consistent approach, and they don’t really understand what their role is, what their fiduciary responsibility is with respect to quality … In some cases they are a little mixed up because they think the MAC [Medical Advisory Committee] is responsible for quality and they don’t understand what the governors’ role in quality is. And if they think they have a role, they don’t know how to carry it out.”

For much of the past decade, most Canadian boards have been concerned with financial and access questions, which have been seen as the most critical issues for Canadian healthcare organizations. Another interviewee remarked, “We have no one in the public sector putting pressure on healthcare [organiza-
Adopting a greater responsibility for quality and safety performance is challenging for many boards. Few board members have much experience or knowledge of quality activities, in healthcare or other industries, and not many boards target the recruitment of members with skills in the quality arena. Moreover, there are few avenues for education on these issues. A former Canadian hospital CEO could not identify any education programs offered by Canadian organizations in this area. And a former board quality committee chair lamented that there is no forum in Canada for board members to learn about quality and safety so that they can discharge their oversight responsibilities. Several health association CEOs noted that there is a growing concern with quality and safety issues in their member organizations, but they also noted the limited responses to prepare board members to address these issues.

When asked to nominate healthcare regions or organizations whose boards represented leading performance, many of our interviewees found it difficult to nominate organizations, or qualified their nominations, saying that “they were making progress, but were still in early stages.” Interviewees did not believe that many boards in Canada are spending 25% or more of their time on quality and safety oversight, a figure cited by US experts (Conway 2008; Vaughn et al. 2006).

Several factors constrain attempts to change the current membership skill mix and board activities. In several provinces, board members are appointed by government to regional boards, restricting the ability of regions to recruit members with skills in quality and safety. The Carver model of governance (Carver 2006), which is popular in many organizations, encourages boards to focus on issues of organizational purpose and policy and to leave decisions on how organizations achieve these policies to management. This model, sometimes termed “policy governance,” makes it awkward for boards to discuss the details of patient safety events or consider the means by which healthcare organizations are attempting to improve safety. Interviewees in several provinces noted that the board’s reluctance to “get into management issues” was a frequently cited reason for not discussing patient safety matters. One board member explained that the provincial government had not expected the regional board to create a quality committee. “This was the time that they were talking about policy governance, a Carver [model],” explained one board member, “and they thought that we would be drilling down too much and going into operations by getting into quality.”

Board members, senior healthcare leaders and other key informants identified a number of critical drivers for more effective governance of quality and patient safety, including better information on quality and patient safety; improved trustee education and skills; changes to governance roles and processes; improved efforts to create and monitor a quality and safety plan; and new relationships between board members, senior leadership and medical staff leadership.

**Information on Quality and Patient Safety**

Many healthcare organizations face challenges in creating useful performance measures that can be easily interpreted by lay members of a healthcare board. Such measures need to be timely assessments of current performance in targeted areas. Hundert and Topp stress that “the board as a whole should routinely monitor results for a small number of critical corporate indicators” (2003: 61) and ensure that management and the MAC are monitoring quality results in a more detailed fashion. One of our interviewees also noted that the frequent variability of measures used in different programs, the lack of longitudinal data necessary to assess whether performance is improving and the lack of comparisons to other organizations make improvement difficult. He also noted that many board quality committee members are unsystematic and unquestioning about the information they receive on quality of care.

In regional authorities, the search for a few good measures to inform the board is even more difficult since these boards need to understand performance for a wider variety of services and types of care. As one regional CEO described it, “Part of our challenge in a regional system is it’s not just acute care. And so you know you want to keep this [report as a] small two-pager, and yet you’ve got services in such a broad range of programs that to get some that relate to the other part of the business is a bit of a challenge too – you know mental health and addictions and public health and some of these – so that is still a work in progress.”

Some organizations have created voluminous reports with dozens of measures across many programs. The Ottawa Hospital is devoting considerable effort and resources to develop a data warehouse, but creating appropriate and useful measures for the board continues to be an issue. Until recently, their board received 75 or more measures. The director of the Centre for Patient Safety noted, “There is still not a very sophisticated method of capturing data across the organization in a way that the board can understand it and it’s not minutia.” New data formats, including a balanced scorecard, are being discussed, but some board members are concerned that this format oversimplifies the complex nature of the hospital’s work.

The Saskatoon Health Region uses two dashboards, one developed by the Ministry of Health that includes financial and access measures and one produced internally that focuses more on quality and safety. Some measures are dictated externally and do not provide sufficient information to assess the impact
of local improvement projects, while some internal measures cannot be compared with other organizations’ performance. The board is working to develop a more effective report.

Virginia Mason Medical Center also sees quality and safety measures as a critical tool for the board and agrees that finding the right set of measures is a challenge. The Virginia Mason approach incorporates several aspects that help to ensure that the performance measures presented to the board are relevant and informative. The roughly 20 measures are tightly linked to key strategies. Moreover, while the Quality Oversight Committee (QOC) examines the data in detail, the measures are collapsed to three or four measures of quality and patient safety when the performance is reported to the board as a whole. For example, the measure of patient safety includes data on a range of different initiatives and outcomes, including performance on clinical care “bundles” (e.g., the bundle of care process measures for acute myocardial infarction), surgical site infections and adverse drug events. This strategy allows the full board to assess the overall patient safety performance, while the QOC drills down on specific measures and assesses whether the work plan for each goal is on track.

Virginia Mason struggled with the issue of reconciling the demands for external accountability on specified measures (which may vary between different regulatory bodies) with the information needed to assess performance and guide strategic and operational decisions. The external measures are required for accreditation and other oversight activities, but they may not reflect the critical strategic goals for the organization. Gary Kaplan, Virginia Mason’s CEO, described the dilemma and the organization’s response: “Five years ago we had what we called the 54 Must Dos, 54 metrics that were in the public domain from some bodies we respected – Leapfrog, National Quality Forum, IHI [and the Joint Commission]. But you realize that if you are chasing 54 priorities, you are not really chasing any of them adequately. So we’ve gotten much better at honing in and trying to triangulate … and putting our own work to it, so we’ve got clear organizational quality and safety goals.”

This challenge of reconciling the information needed for external accountability and that needed to inform local improvement is present in both US and Canadian organizations. Another issue facing Canadian organizations is the extent to which they will make information about their performance available publicly. Most boards have used quality and safety information for internal purposes and have reported only what is required, principally to government. Expectations in this area are changing rapidly. For example, Ontario hospitals receiving additional funding for surgical cases for specified conditions are now required to report on the incidences of *Clostridium difficile*, methicillin-resistant *Staphylococcus aureus* and vancomycin-resistant enterococci infections and on measures of ventilator-associated pneumonias, central line infections and compliance with measures to reduce surgical site infections. Some hospitals had made this information publicly available prior to the ministry requirements, but others are approaching this issue more cautiously. One of our interviewees noted, “Our annual report is not really an accountability report to the community about how we are performing on quality and safety. It’s a marketing document.”

The push to develop external measures needs to be balanced against the types of measure that are useful for boards and senior leadership. James Reintersen (2007), a former hospital CEO, believes that the most useful measures for boards are not the risk-adjusted and highly analyzed comparisons developed by third parties but raw local hospital data on key counts such as deaths, surgical complications, infections, patient complaints and patient satisfaction. Rather than asking, “How do we compare to others?” Reintersen (2007) urges board members to set ambitious goals and to use more timely hospital data to answer the questions, “Is our care getting better?” and, “If not, is the strategy wrong, or is it not being executed effectively?”

**Knowledge of Quality and Patient Safety**

What skills and knowledge does a board need in order to fulfill its fiduciary responsibilities on quality of care and patient safety? This issue seems to perplex many boards. Few boards have many members who have extensive background in healthcare quality or skills in industrial quality improvement, Lean production and similar techniques. There is a growing call for more education on this topic for board members, and many board members are participating in educational sessions designed for the staff of healthcare organizations.

There is no consensus on the extent to which all board members should be capable of assessing quality and patient safety. Some believe that orientation and continuing education in this area are essential for all members. Others emphasize the need for board members to rely upon the skills that they have in measuring performance and assessing the outcomes that they have developed in other domains. The issue is to ensure that boards can rely on sufficient expertise in this domain.

Another issue is whether boards should broaden their recruitment of members who have quality and patient safety knowledge and skills. A number of boards are now targeting members of their community who have quality skills in other industries. One of the key members of the Virginia Mason Medical Centre board is a vice-president of Boeing and an expert in Lean production techniques. The Governance Committee at Virginia Mason has developed a skills matrix to guide the recruitment of new members. The board chair identified how this is used: “So, our overall selection grid looks at the expertise that is needed, looks at what we have on the board presently, looks at when board members are going to be retiring and matches that all up so that when the Governance Committee goes out and is
charged with looking and selecting the board members, they are looking for somebody specifically with a safety and quality background, for example.”

Similarly, another one of our interviewees discussed the approach his region’s board is taking to improve the board’s assessment and guidance on quality and safety. He noted that the board began by developing a governance committee and creating a skills-based assessment of the board. This analysis helps to establish a foundation for developing a board that is capable of ensuring that patients receive high-quality and safe care. In our case studies, the approach to improving board skills on quality and safety seems to rest on the effectiveness of governance committees, board self-evaluations and the extent to which boards have identified their needs for orientation and education.

Creating a Quality and Patient Safety Plan

Timely and relevant information about current performance and knowledge on quality of care and patient safety are important ingredients in creating strategic goals for the organization. The Ottawa Hospital Corporate Quality Plan provides a good example of a quality plan that includes specific objectives, defined measures with clear targets and assigned responsibility for execution for each element of the plan. For 2007–2008, the objectives included improving patient flow and access for both emergent and elective patients, improving transitions of care through clinical pathway use, safer medication practices and improving patient safety through improved adverse event reporting, root-cause analysis at system and unit levels and mortality and morbidity rounds.

Since most board members have limited knowledge about the quality improvement initiatives in the organization, the leadership in developing quality plans often rests with management. However, in the case study organizations, the role of the board or board quality committee was not passive. In Saskatoon Health Region, the board participates in the development of the quality plan. One member of the senior management team noted that “the quality plan falls right out of our strategic plan; it drives some of the very specific work and goals.” At Virginia Mason Medical Center, the board’s QOC assumes the responsibility for developing the quality plan. The board chair described the process this way: “It was led by the QOC, not just by management, and the QOC worked on the goals and objectives. It went back to the larger management teams for review and came back to the QOC. We have gotten to a point where that sort of a quality and safety strategy is being led by the QOC, versus management recommending and the QOC simply approving. We had several late nights wherein the total focus of the QOC meeting was, what revisions do we believe are necessary, or what enhancements do we believe will be helpful, to our quality strategy going forward?”

In all our case studies, board and senior managers strove to create a quality plan that was an integral part of the broader strategic agenda. Such plans need to be more than just reactions to targets set elsewhere. They need to be anchored in core metrics of organizational performance. And they need to be aligned with other key aspects of the strategic plan. At Vancouver Island Health Authority, the board works with staff to set quality and patient safety priorities, taking into account the Ministry of Health’s directions in their annual “letter of expectations.” Staff provide reports and monitor trends, but board members also identify issues and initiate new directions.

In addition to identifying specific areas for clinical improvement, boards need to ensure that their organizations have created an environment that is conducive to improving the quality and safety of care. Boards can encourage and endorse disclosure policies, the development of a just culture and effective patient safety reporting and learning strategies that help to create an atmosphere of openness, trust and improvement. Boards need to encourage the development of a patient safety culture that provides a fertile environment for specific quality and safety initiatives.

Governance Skills and Role

Highly effective governance processes are challenging to develop and maintain in any area. But the challenge in quality and safety is increased by the difficulty in maintaining a focus on the board’s responsibilities for providing oversight and strategic direction, and avoiding the temptations of directing management and reviewing operations. How can boards do this when discussions of patient safety inevitably lead to a review of failures in clinical processes or lapses in information transfers?

Our case studies revealed several ways in which effective governance processes allow boards to negotiate these potential conflicts. At the Ottawa Hospital, the board spends time with management in “generative governance,” deliberating on organizational challenges such as the need to improve patient flow and reduce the numbers of alternative-level-of-care patients (who need to be transferred to other facilities but, for various reasons, cannot be). Such discussions allow board members to probe the nature of specific operational issues and to build a better understanding of hospital systems (Chait et al. 2005; Taylor et al. 1996). Such discussions require trust on both sides. As on CEO noted, “If you’re a seasoned CEO, I can understand that you might be hesitant to have the board so involved. If you are a seasoned board member, you might be hesitant to get too involved in operational business. So, it’s a risk on both sides that can turn into a disaster.”

The Ottawa Hospital board reduces these risks by being clear about when it is engaging in such discussions, by limiting these to specific and important issues that require such clarification and by using the expertise of one board member who is experienced in these methods and helps to guide the discussions.
The QOC of the board at Virginia Mason Medical Center has also developed a strategy that challenges the traditional division between policy and management responsibilities. Following a visit to Japan, where they were impressed with the delegation of authority to all production line workers to “stop the line” to correct quality problems, Virginia Mason decided to implement a patient safety alert (PSA) system by which any staff member can flag a safety and quality issue. These issues led to immediate situation assessments and root-cause analyses, with the goal of making corrections in real time (usually finished within three to 18 hours). The PSAs are categorized as yellow, orange or red based on their severity or potential for harm (Furman and Caplan 2007). Initially, the QOC only reviewed the numbers, categories and issues involved in the PSAs. But following a highly public patient safety failure that resulted in the death of a patient, the QOC decided that it could not discharge its fiduciary responsibilities if it did not understand how the most serious PSAs were being addressed. Now the QOC reviews all red PSAs (i.e., the most severe events), assessing whether the reports adequately identify the issues and the necessary actions to avoid a repetition of these events. The QOC is now the only body authorized to sign off and close a red PSA. On average, there are three red PSAs per month.

The success of a quality committee such as that at Virginia Mason depends on a clear understanding by committee members that they are focused on assessing the investigation process, not the specific outcomes. Such a committee needs strong leadership, dedicated and experienced members and effective work processes. The board chair at Virginia Mason noted that board members were aware of the tension between governance and operations: “There are two things here that I would characterize as being different from other places where I have worked. One is that there is a sufficient level of sophistication on the board from their prior experience that they know where to draw that line [between policy and operations]. Or they learn it quickly in this setting.”

Effective Relationships between the Board, Medical Staff and Senior Leadership
The capability of boards and board quality committees to function effectively and to move appropriately between fiduciary, strategic and generative modes relies on trust as well as skills. Boards, senior leadership and medical staff need to develop an understanding of each other’s roles and create strong collaborative relationships for achieving the organization’s goals. Effective relationships can require new structures and approaches. When Vancouver Island Health Authority was established in 2001, the MAC was composed of 50 members and 80 quality councils and committees. Beyond the cumbersome nature of this structure, the Health Authority MAC was focused on traditional medical quality assurance, and some physicians were hesitant to embrace the shift from a blame culture to a culture that emphasized learning and understanding the broader system contexts for adverse events. The agenda of the Health Authority MAC was focused on credentialing, disciplinary issues, bylaws and little else. Changes in these structures take time, and leadership is needed to align medical staff structures with new board roles and expectations. To help build trust and communicate new approaches, the Vancouver Island Health Authority board makes a point of meeting with local physicians at every meeting, rotating its meeting location around the region.

Better alignment between medical staff and administrative structures can mean changing the medical leadership structure and developing new leadership. The Ottawa Hospital has placed considerable emphasis on reorganizing the key roles and committees, emphasizing the quality and patient safety dimensions of the vice-president medical role and integrating structures to facilitate the review of issues related to clinical, financial and operations portfolios.

Executing Effective Governance for Quality and Safety
Despite growing agreement that boards need to assume fiduciary responsibilities for quality and safety, many boards appear to struggle to execute effectively. One approach for improving healthcare board performance in quality and patient safety draws on creating structures and processes analogous to financial oversight and performance review. In quality, like finance, goals need to be established, relevant indicators selected, progress monitored and appropriate action taken if goals are not achieved (Hundert and Topp 2003). The Saskatoon Health Region has adopted an approach that incorporates these elements. The board sees its role in relationship to quality as setting direction, monitoring and asking good questions. Board members review reports and dashboards and then “ask questions about what kind of processes have changed to prevent this from happening or to keep making improvement,” explained one Health Region board member.

Recent efforts by some US hospitals, adopting ideas from the IHI’s Boards on Board campaign, go beyond this approach, emphasizing efforts to deepen the engagement of board members and encourage more ambitious aims in improving care. In particular, IHI argues that boards need to “put a human face” on harm data, reviewing specific cases where patients experienced harm while receiving care. Boards also need to commit to creating and spreading a just culture and to adopting policies and practices that encourage the disclosure of adverse events and resolving issues that led to harm. Many US hospitals appear to be following this advice, as do some Canadian hospitals.

Discussion
Based on the information gathered for this report, there appear
to be a number of key elements necessary for boards to fulfill their responsibilities on quality and patient safety. These are displayed in Figure 1. Each element is critical, but elements are also interdependent – effective performance relies on the information available about quality of care, and also on the knowledge of quality and safety and the governance skills of trustees.

One critical issue facing boards is the need to clarify their role in improving quality and patient safety versus the roles of leadership and medical staff. Traditionally, boards have delegated responsibilities for quality issues to medical staff, in particular, the MAC, which reports to the board. This approach is inconsistent with the board’s accountability for setting goals and monitoring performance (Reinertsen 2008). Yet the MAC and senior management have continued responsibilities to identify and resolve issues and to support the board. Thus, a revision of current structures and the creation of more explicit “compacts” (Silversin and Kornacki 2002) that clarify the expectations and roles of the board, medical staff and management are keys to creating more effective healthcare organization governance. Board leadership and skills are critical elements, but effective governance requires the participation of many parties, along with the investment of time and new resources to create and sustain high levels of performance.

Effective governance for quality and safety is first and foremost based on generic good governance practices. Prybil notes that high-performing hospital boards are those in which there is an “extensive exchange of views before decisions are made’ and where ‘constructive questions and scepticism’ dominate the boardroom deliberations” (2006: 226). These findings echo the thoughts of Sonnenfeld (2002), who noted that the key to exemplary boards autonomy within a broader strategic and fiscal framework (as do hospitals and long-term care organizations in Ontario), these entities are clearly limited in the extent to which they can initiate and fund new strategic directions. Thus, governance in Canadian healthcare ultimately reflects the interests and intents of provincial governments. Regional and organizational initiatives to improve the quality of care and patient safety occur within a broader policy and financial framework that may acknowledge the critical nature of these objectives but may not always provide commensurate resources to achieve them.

Expanding reports of quality and patient safety problems, and more explicit accountability agreements between governments and healthcare organizations have created growing pressures for healthcare organizations to improve the quality and safety of care they provide. Recent research coupled with well-publicized campaigns suggest that boards can be effective in helping to focus attention on these issues, setting strategic aims, monitoring performance and holding CEOs accountable for this performance.

This broadening of fiduciary responsibilities is neither simple nor easy because it requires important changes in the work and membership of boards. Boards need better information about quality and safety in their organization, including a performance dashboard that organizes key measures and provides an ongoing assessment of performance on strategic goals. Boards need to recruit new members whose expertise in this area will guide quality committees and improve the dialogue with senior administrative and clinical leadership. Boards and management also need to support efforts to deepen the knowledge of quality and safety issues for all board members.
Conclusions
In adopting a greater focus on quality and patient safety, board members need to develop knowledge and judgment concerning the factors influencing quality and safety of care, without losing sight of their responsibilities to remain focused on the strategic issues. A more co-operative approach on governance does not exclude the importance of a clear accountability framework and relationships between senior leadership and boards. But it underlines the need to go beyond monitoring and control to focus also on how boards can help organizations to develop the internal capacity for continuous improvement.
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